woodcitylimits One of the joys of having little girls would have to be the excitement we share while shopping. Now that the girls are becoming a little more independent, I started allowing them to help pick out their outfits and shoes weather it’s in store or online shopping.

I have to say their taste can get rather pricy lol 🤣 but unfortunately I have to admit that they get that trait from me. 😅😅 I started teaching them how to check to see if the item is on sale first, if not they know that momma needs to make a decision weather or not the price is reasonable to what I’m willing to pay. After all these kiddos don’t stay little forever, their growing like weeds. We are always looking for cute/
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We are always looking for cute/Fashionable kid friendly clothes to shop for the holidays.

That’s why we love @fabkids. Their trendy clothes and shoes always put a smile on the girls face. As a mom I love their prices, did you know that you can get 2 pair of shoes for $9.95 plus Free Shipping when you become a Fabkids V.I.P member. Just click the link in my bio and start shopping today. Fabkids.com/deal to get the offer.

#myfabkids fabkidspartner fabkids

At what age did you start allowing your kids to help shop for their clothes and shoes? Do they have expensive taste? 😂😂
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